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Good moming, our Board ofDirectors and I thank you for this opportunity to help assess

Act 1 01 . As Executive Director of the Pennsylvania Recycling Markets Center or RMC,

[ wi]] provide an overview of recyc]ing marketplace conditions that combine to justify

sustained, managed use of Act IOI.

Over the last decade, a trend in the waste and recycling industries has been

observed. Chaz Miller of the National Waste & Recycling Association, the parent

association t(Nhe Pennsylvania Waste-lmiustriesX(ssuciationle6erenceslhigtrendasRrie=

"evolving ton."i The evolving ton is a term for the changing composition of recyclables

or waste in l-ton of the same. Examples include flexible packaging for foods like tuna

Hash vacuum pouches instead of cans; increased home shopping dispersing cardboard

once reserved for wholesalers; and multi-layer packaging where a plastic bottle can have

up to 1 1 different layers of content-protective plastics, illustrated by layers of whited-

plastic we see when squeezing a Pennsylvania produced Heinz ketchup bottle.

The Environmental Protection Agency reports that between 2000 and 2012 the

weight of newsprint available nationally for recycling decreased by 7 million tons, the

weight of about 3 1 ,000 Statue of Liberty monuments. In plastics, during the last 22

years, an era contained within the window of Act 1 0 1 's existence, Coca-Cola has

decreased the amount of plastic in each of their bottles by 60%. This means in a l-ton

bale of PET plastic, it takes 1 0,460 more 16-ounce bottles to make this bale2. This means

as packaging volume increases while density decreases, to get the same amount of

recycling weight, new collection vehicle technologies, convenience centers, and

processing advancements such as robotic sorting are going to be adaptive investments.

These examples bellwether the need for unintemipted, continuous improvement and
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investment into private and municipal infrastruchire to support bringing recycled

feedstock to Pennsylvania's 6,400 recycled content product manufacturers3 which

includes 469 compost operations.

When recycled materials are uniformly processed into usable, separated materials

the result is that homogeneous quality is imparted since like-material bales are formed

Recyclables are now readied for manufacturing; the original recyclables are now

commodities.

As any commodity, these prepared resources fluctuate in indexed value. During

the last decade of the Act 101 recycling fee, those collecting, processing, and using

recycled materials experienced both record high and low retum on commodities. A

typical l-ton bale of cardboard, the size bale one may see at the rear of a grocery store

ranged in value from $80 to $ 160 per ton. (Scheidler, C. DEP, Personal Communication

201 7, 30 May) Due to value fluctuations, many commodities are financially buHered by

public investment, such as grains in time of drought or natural disaster. We have

observed commodity fluctuation and impact in other areas of the Pennsylvania economy,

with commodities such as forestry products, grains, shale gas, and coal. As these natural

commodities are processed into end-use, maximized return is a direct function of source

quality. This is no different with recyclables baled into material-specific commodities.

Unlike these natural commodities, maximized quality and purity of recycled

commodities begins with the Pennsylvania citizen. How does a Pennsylvanian know

how to recycle correctly and help manage recycling costs? Where not proprietary or

confidential, public education of our citizenry should include details of how recyclables

are used in new products, creating citizen awareness of their role in building the
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Pennsylvania recycling marketplace. For instance, one of the uses for recycled glass is as

a sharp-free fine aggregate in septic system mound filtration. The RMC initiated a state-

wide program whereby sewage enforcement ofUtcers were educated in the use of sharp-

free glass aggregate in septic mounds. The average mound septic system can contain as

much as 1 50-tons of sharp-free recycled glass aggregate, as much as can be collected in a

rural county in half a year.

program implementation, with a smaller portion used for private investment. With

commodities extraction forming the basis of the industry, critical materials processing

and manufacturing supply chain links need to be supported to reduce material return risk.

With onset of Marcellus Shale Gas extraction in Pennsylvania, Ultra-Poly

Corporation developed a process to increase recycling of plastic gas pad liners. Ultra-

Poly needed to greatly reduce the time-to-market of its emerging process to catch boom

of the industry and enlisted the help of the RMC to interpret regulations, especially since

such a process had not been previously established in Pennsylvania. As a result, Ultra-

Poly's location in Berwick, Pennsylvania recycles lumber wrap plastic, local growers

hoop house plastics, and gas pad liners. With 30M pounds of annual plastics capacity

and a $5 million dollar investment, these commodities are manufacQtred into new

reinforced railroad ties and structural bridge beams, as installed at the US Army

Aberdeen Proving Grounds. (La Fiura, D. UPC President, Personal Communication,

20 17, May 04) The bridges are part of the Aberdeen tank-training course.

Automated recyclable material processing technologies, commonly known as

"single stream" improve efHciency, streamlining other business costs, which can be a
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necessary component of a variable, sometimes volatile, commodities market. Yet, many

of the Commonwealth's financial support mechanisms are awarded based upon job

creation and are not based upon continuous improvement in production efUlciency.

Formulary for financial support that awards continuous improvement and performance

should be a long-term consideration. A possible model for this is the Califomia

Recycling Markets Development Zone (RMDZ) programs, whereby incentives are

provided to manufacturers and processors who locate in designated areas, much like

Pennsylvania's KOZ program did for underdeveloped and underutilized areas5. Some

KOZ areas overlap Pennsylvania environmental initiatives, such as use of Brownfield

redeveloped areas, which could be incentivized for recycled-content product

manufacturers.

In order to drive recycling, recycled content products must be purchased. A

commodity is not recycled until it has been used in manufacture of a new product. The

RMC worked with American Eagle Paper, located in Tyrone, Pennsylvania and the

Department of General Services, through an RMC organized recycled content products

exhibition and through showcasing American Eagle Paper at the RMC-PWIA Recycling

Industries Congress at the Capitol. With RMC serving as the intermediary, American

Eagle Paper is now part of the COSTARS Program, 240 existing jobs are supported at the

paper mill, with 960,000 reams of American Eagle, Pennsylvania-produced, office paper

vended through the COSTARS Program each year. (Bowen, W., Personal

Communication, 2017, May 03) Tax incentives for citizen purchase of recycled content

products, similar to tax abatement strategies for citizen acquisition of energy efficient
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insulation, windows, or solar panels, may be a means to stimulating consumer

purchasing, driving the recycling marketplace for both private and public entities.

Given many new uses for recycled materials have yet to be discovered, the

Pennsylvania Recycling Markets Center provides linkage, technology evaluation, and

commercialization strategy between those involved with recycling and those involved

with end use of recycled materials. Recently, the RMC worked to understand the

challengesof:using recycled-glass asap ingredient of-historically accuratelnurtarniixes

for building restoration. A Pennsylvania inventor was unsure how to prove the

composition was structurally sound, not only historically accurate. RMC nationally

researched experts having experience in both glass and mortar mixes, interviewed, and

found such an expert. The expert's university and the inventor entered into a research

agreement and are evaluating mortar mixes containing locally sourced recycled glass,

while restoring and preserving Pennsylvania's Civil and Revolutionary War architecture.

The annual national market for pozzolanic, glass containing mortar is estimated at

1 00,000 tons, equivalent to the weight of 7,700 school buses.

RMC also provided technical, business growth support to a manufacturer who

uses recycled glass to produce sharp-free grit abrasives and water filtration media. RMC

completed analytical and technical evaluations, coordinating between the manufachirer

and standardization bodies that certify performance of these products. The sharp-free

glass abrasive is now listed on the Department of Defense Qualified Procurement List (or

QPL), and water filtration products are approved with the National Sanitation Foundation

(or NSF) as replacement for sand in recreational water filtration, i.e., community pools

and spas.
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Given the challenges of a commodities marketplace, one of the significant green

collar job business attractants to Pennsylvania is that the Act 1 01 Recycling Fund exists

and has long-term continuity. This provides a would-be investor, entrepreneur, or lender

a prospectus that manufacturing feedstock risk is mitigated in Pennsylvania which many

other states do not presently leverage. This security is not only disrupted state-wide in

recycling programs and material processors when the fee requires reauthorization, but to

the estimated 6,400 Pennsylvania manufacturers who manufacture a recycled content

product. Let us mutually partner together for swift reauthorization of the Act 1 01

recycling fee while convening longer-term Act 1 01 review. This wi]] preserve recycling

consistency and allow continuous improvement desired by Pennsylvania citizens and

manufacturers.
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Expert helping industry decision makers. he
Pennsylvania Recycling Markets Center Rl\rlC)
is a non-profit corporation with a mission to '
expand.and develop markets for recycled
materials. Semices include one-on-one technica
assistance and business growth consdtancy;
industry outreach and programming; applied
research; and ready access to recycling markets
development Information

RNIC collaborates with many enHronmental.
development and technical assistance

arganizatians resulDng in fast tracking Qf Ume tc
market for processes or products that use

recycled materials. Rhlc is

a Penmyi/aria Recyc&ng Nt

PennRHB.org
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